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taxonomic issues, life history and stock discrimination ... - morphology and genetic characters have
confirmed the discreteness of fish from four river systems (firth, babbage, big fish and rat) as well as indicating
that fish from joe creek may be final report discrimination of cownose ray, rhinoptera ... - and gulf of
mexico to look for evidence of stock structure and to get baseline estimates of genetic diversity. all of the
objectives set forth in the original grant were accomplished. population bottlenecks: influence on
mitochondrial ... - pattern of population genetic structure of these species thus result from a complex
interplay between past biogeographic history, the potential for gene flow and the realization of this potential in
the face of existing barriers (avise et al., 1987). diversity and population structure of the european
anchovy ... - genetic point of view and omitted any application to stock delimitation. in this sense, we have
studied the in this sense, we have studied the northwestern distribution of the species from the ligurian sea
(italy) to the gulf of valencia (spain). genetic analysis of stock structure, species ... - genetic analysis of
stock structure, species identification and sex determination for marine mammal biopsies and strandings
approval of this work plan is for the purposes of obtaining data for the natural resource genetic stock
identification in 6a herring - pelagic-ac - stage 1 recap development of new baseline deliverables 1.
screening of baseline samples and confirmation of temporal stability of genetic structure. a genetic baseline
for inconnu from the yukon and ... - a genetic baseline for inconnu from the yukon and kuskokwim rivers
final report for study 12-700 jeffrey b. olsen1, randy j. brown 2, raymond f. hander , lisa stuby3, aaron dupuis4,
... molecular genetic stock discrimination of belugas ... - molecular genetic stock discrimination of
belugas (delphinapterus leucas) hunted in eastern hudson bay, northern quebec, hudson strait, and sanikiluaq
(belcher islands), canada, and comparisons to adjacent populations genetic discrimination in the
workplace: an overview of ... - genetic discrimination in the workplace: an overview of existing protections
melinda b. kaufinann* our fate is in our genes. i. introduction the sophistication of genetic technology has
grown at an amazing use of otolith-shape analysis for stock discrimination of ... - before drawing
conclusions about stock structure of the bogue on the basis of otolith-shape differences among samples of fish
from different stocks or areas. keywords: biological stocks, elliptical fourier analysis, image analysis, linear
discriminant analysis, marine fish, principal components independent peer review of the sedar 37 south
atlantic ... - • recent advances in stock discrimination incorporating genetic analyses greatly improved the
understanding of the stock structure for this species and materially assisted in developing these stock
assessments. chinook salmon in upper cook inlet, alaska: genetic ... - genetic variation between and
among groups and regions was calculated using hierarchical log-likelihood tests. results there is more withingroup and among-group diversity in the southern region, indicating a greater potential for stock discrimination
among southern stocks than northern stocks. introduction • chinook salmon are important for commercial,
sport, subsistence, and personal use ... novel insights acquired by genetic stock identification ... preliminary screening 22 markers with sufficient variation to resolve stock structure and enable population
discrimination were chosen. the comprehensive sampling programme of irish, welsh, stock structure and
regional variation in population ... - develop stock discrimination techniques, based on genetic and otolith
microchemistry approaches, for l. miniatus , and use them to determine the stock structure of l. miniatus in the
great barrier reef region. developments in molecular genetic techniques in fisheries - the use of
molecular genetic techniques in fisheries research has increased dramatically over the past several years,
largely due to the increased availability of techniques and an increased awareness of the value of genetic
data. today, the boundaries of fisheries- related molecular genetic research encompass topics from the
identification of markers for stock discrimination (park et al, 1993 ...
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